
Early Security Alert 
Proactively helping to detect threats, attacks, and vulnerabilities, 

identifying malicious activities to quickly mitigate them. 
 

 

Take a full advantage of your services,  
generate valuable business risk indicators to the board,  
because being ready and prepared to face the next attack  
it’s totally possible and it is our duty! 

 

Contact us, and let us help:         @SOCoptimization 
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Severity: High Date: September 29, 2021 

Attack complexity: Low/Medium 
Type: Poor security configuration 

Threat/Attack vector: Local / Network 

 

Most common O365 attack vectors. 
 
Description. 
O365 gives several opportunities to the adversaries to alternate different techniques, giving them the opportunity to move along the 
platform to steal users accounts, modify MFA settings, register devices, applications, download emails, access Teams, SharePoint, 
OneDrive, and many more other actions give them the opportunity to maintain persistence. In the list below, are listed the most 
common tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) observed and linked to the cyber-kill chain: 
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Azure AD PowerShell  
Any users in the domain can utilize this Graph module to export the full list of users, 

domain information, user roles 

Domain enumeration Non-users can enumerate domains that are owned under a particular organization 

User enumeration 
 Non-users to enumerate the existence of users. Methods for user enumeration 

when single sign-ons are enabled (API -GetCredentialType, OAuth Login API, Auto 
Login to Microsoft Graph API with SSO) 
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Bruteforce via OWA Password-spray attack to gain access to a user’s mailbox instance 

Bruteforce EWS 
Exchange Web Services allows legacy authentication meaning that although MFA 

might be enabled within an organization’s O365 instance, MFA is not required to log 
in to EWS 

Bruteforce OAuth, Auto Login, AAD 
Sign in form 

Logins via these APIs are allowed when Seamless SSO is enabled 

Phishing Emails 
Phishing lures that are sent to contacts within an organization made to steal 

credentials or establish foothold within an environment 

Golden SAML 
An attack that allows an attacker to move from on-premises to the cloud through 

breaching the AD FS server 

MFA Bypass via IMAP/SMTP/POP Bruteforce through legacy protocols 

Compromising Pass-Through 
Authentication  

An attacker needs to compromise the server that is facilitating the PTA and needs to 
hook or perform code injection to fetch the passwords of synchronized users. This 

will allow an attacker to log into Azure AD / Office 365 
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Enumerate 
Users/Admins/Roles/Permissions 

Further access to user accounts within the domain allows users to further probe 
and conduct reconnaissance on other users / administrators / roles / groups and 

permissions 

Enumerate MFA Settings 
These can be altered by attackers to add their attacker IP in the trusted IPs list to 

bypass MFA 
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Change MFA Settings 
 Given sufficient permissions, attackers can modify MFA settings including altering 

conditional access to add their IP in the trusted IPs list 

Enumerate Teams / OneDrive / 
Sharepoint / Email / Skype 

An attacker has full access to compromised account’s Teams, OneDrive, SharePoint, 
Email, and other applications 

Downgrade License 
This allows an attacker to evade logging and detection as the E5 license has several 

more security features along with longer logging capabilities 

Impersonate Users 
When a Golden SAML attack is utilized, attackers can impersonate and logon as any 

user 

Assign Service Principal Role 
If a service principal has the role of “global administrator” an attacker can log into 

Azure PowerShell as that service principal with “global administrator” rights 

User Access Administrator Role 
Toggle 

This effectively allows an attacker to access and run scripts on Azure VMs and other 
things 

eDiscovery Abuse Attackers can conduct searches and enumerate content within O365 applications 
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Golden SAML 
Allows an attacker to impersonate any user and bypass MFA despite password 

resets 

Malicious App Registrations 

Users can be sent a phishing link to allow permissions to a malicious application. 
Once approved, the token is generated for the malicious application and it’s 

authorized to perform actions on behalf of the user i.e., read emails, access files 
and whatever else is defined 

User account creation Given the right permissions, malicious accounts can be created in the domain 

Modifying Conditional Access 
Trusted IPs can be altered by attackers to bypass MFA through modifying 

conditional access 

Adding Service Principals with 
Read/Write 

Attackers can log into Azure Powershell as a service principal 

Mailbox Rule Creations 
Rule creations can be made by attackers to forward emails to an attacker mailbox, 

delete emails or move emails to random folders 

Mailbox Folder Permissions Rights delegations allows an attacker to access content from another mailbox 

Mail Flow (Transport Rules) 
Attackers can leverage these rules to intercept messages, forward messages with 

certain phrases, to “delete” messages and other actions 

 

Recommendations 
• Enable multi-factor authentication for administrator accounts. 

• Assign Administrator roles using Role-based Access Control (RBAC). 

• Enable Unified Audit Log (UAL). 

• Enable multi-factor authentication for all users. 

• Disable legacy protocol authentication when appropriate. 

• Enable alerts for suspicious activity. 

• Incorporate Microsoft Secure Score. 

• Integrate Logs with your existing SIEM tool. 

• Audit the creation and use of service principal credentials. 

• Protect Global Admins from compromise and use the principle of “Least Privilege.” 

• Audit the assignment of credentials to applications that allow non-interactive sign-in by the application. 

• Download the interactive sign-ins from the Azure admin portal or use the Microsoft Sentinel product. 
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